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SPECIAL SESSION SUMMARY

Emerging Perspectives on Self-Control
Ran Kivetz, Columbia University

Yuhuang Zheng, Fordham University

SESSION OVERVIEW
In their everyday lives, consumers face many self-control

dilemmas between immediate pleasures and long-term interests.
There is growing evidence that consumers often fail to exercise the
appropriate level of self-control. However, despite the voluminous
and interdisciplinary research on self-control, there is still much to
be learned about how consumers could improve their self-control
decisions. The present session introduces three current programs of
research that offer emerging perspectives on consumer self-control.
The three presentations highlight the key role of construal level,
justification, and mood-regulation and together offer descriptive
and prescriptive insights into self-control failures and their possible
remedies.

In the first paper, Fujita, Trope, and Liberman propose a model
of self-control based on the tenets of construal level theory (Trope
& Liberman, 2003). The authors propose that decisions that result
in increased self-control involve acting in accordance with high
level, rather than low level, construal. Therefore, the authors argue
that activation of high level construal (which captures the primary,
central features of an event) should lead to greater self-control than
activation of low level construal (which captures secondary, inci-
dental features). The authors demonstrate across three experiments
that priming high level construal leads to increased self-control in
the form of decreased preferences for immediate over delayed
outcomes, greater physical endurance, and less positive evaluations
of temptations.

In the second paper, Kivetz and Zheng build on an alternative
perspective that suggests that people also experience a reverse self-
control problem, namely excessive farsightedness and over-control
— in short, “hyperopia” (Kivetz & Simonson, 2002a; Kivetz &
Keinan, forthcoming). The authors examine two major justification
routes that consumers can employ to relax their self-control and
enjoy the pleasures of life. Specifically, they propose an “entitle-
ment” route that involves working hard or excelling and another
complementary route that entails indulging without depleting in-
come. Consistent with these two justification routes, a series of
experiments with actual effort tasks and real choices demonstrate
that higher effort or (bogus) excellence feedback enhances choices
of vice over virtue; further, these effects are reversed when the
interchangeability of effort and income is implied (by providing the
effort’s typical, yet unavailable wage).

The third paper, by Zemack-Rugar, Bettman, and Fitzsimons,
examines how consumers make self-control decisions in the service
of mood-regulation and demonstrates several novel findings. The
authors propose a strategic view of self-control, whereby self-
control levels are increased or decreased in the service of emotion-
regulation goals. As a result, contrary to the prevalent view that
negative emotions lead to failures in self-control (e.g., Tice et al.,
2001), it is demonstrated that negative emotions can sometimes
lead to increases in self-control.

The papers presented in this session are unique in their
conceptual treatment of consumer self-control. Overall, the session
provides new insights into the key factors that affect consumer self-
control and the mechanisms that consumers could employ to
resolve such dilemmas more effectively. The session has both

theoretical and practical implications in that it presents new theories
regarding the conditions in which consumers succeed or fail at self-
control; such consumer failures (both myopia and hyperopia) have
particularly detrimental societal implications.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACTS:

“Construal Levels and Self-Control”
Kentaro Fujita, New York University
Yaacov Trope, New York University
Nira Liberman, Tel-Aviv University

People often fail to do what they want to do, despite possessing
the knowledge, opportunity, and skills required. Such self-control
failures are pervasive and the focus of a multi-disciplinary research
effort. Most models of self-control posit conflicts between auto-
matic versus controlled psychological processes (e.g. Baumeister
& Heatherton, 1992), long-term versus short-term motives (e.g.
Ainslie & Haslam, 1992), or impulsive affect versus rational
cognition (e.g. Loewenstein, 1996; Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999). We
propose a general theoretical framework based on the tenets of
construal level theory (Trope & Liberman, 2003), which builds
upon and integrates these previous approaches.

Construal level theory posits individuals can represent the
same event at multiple levels (Trope & Liberman, 2003). High level
representations, or construals, capture the primary, global, central
features of events, whereas low level construals capture the second-
ary, local, peripheral aspects. As the valence of high and low level
features is independent, individuals’ evaluations, preferences, and
decisions can change systematically as a function of construal level.
More weight is given to high level features in preferences and
decisions when high level construals are activated, whereas more
weight is given to low level features when low level construals are
activated. Empirical research has supported these theoretical asser-
tions, demonstrating that high and low level construals are distinct,
and that they predict different preferences and decisions (Trope &
Liberman, 2003).

A construal level analysis of self-control suggests that self-
control conflicts arise when the valence of high and low level
construals motivate opposing action tendencies. Self-control is
defined as making decisions and acting in accordance with high
levels construals rather than low level construals. Failures of self-
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control, on the other hand, occur when individuals make decisions
and act in accordance with low level construals rather than high
level construals.

One implication of this model is that the activation of high
level construals should promote self-control. We present three
experiments designed to test this hypothesis. In all three studies, we
enhanced the tendency to construe events at high versus low levels
using an experimental priming manipulation. We then observed the
“carry over” effects that these primed construal levels had on
subsequent self-control tasks. Importantly, high level construals
were activated without activating more deliberate, “cool,” rational,
and long-term thinking. These studies thus directly test the unique
effect of construals on self-control. High level construals, however,
are frequently associated with these factors, which are proposed as
critical variables by other approaches, and we believe they repre-
sent instantiations of the more general model of self-control we
propose.

In Study 1, we manipulated the tendency to construe events at
high versus low levels by having research participants consider why
or how they engaged in some activity. Previous research has
demonstrated that considering why one engages in an activity
activates a tendency to construe at high levels, whereas thinking
about how one engages in an activity activates a tendency to
construe at low levels (Freitas et al., 2004). As a measure of self-
control, we then observed participants’ preferences for immediate
over delayed outcomes. As predicted, participants primed to high
levels of construal demonstrated a reduced tendency to prefer
immediate over delayed outcomes, suggesting greater self-control.

Using a similar manipulation of construal levels, we replicated
these results in Study 2 with a behavioral measure of physical
endurance. After primed to high versus low levels, participants
were asked to hold a handgrip, an exercise tool that taxes one’s
physical endurance, while connected to a computer with electrodes,
ostensibly to receive feedback about their personality via a new
psycho-physiological measure. Participants were told that although
uncomfortable, holding the handgrip for longer durations would
lead to more accurate feedback from the computer. Results revealed
that participants primed to high levels of construal demonstrated
greater physical endurance, suggesting that they exerted greater
self-control.

In Study 3, to manipulate construal levels, we had participants
either generate category labels (high level representations) or
exemplars (low level representations) for a series of common
objects. Participants, who were all students, were then asked to
evaluate a list of words, some of which were temptations that
undermine the goal to study. Self-control would be revealed through
less positive evaluations of temptations. We also had participants
indicate how important the goal to study was for them, as the
temptations we presented would represent self-control conflicts
only to those who value studying. As expected, high levels of
construal led to less positive evaluations of temptations (with no
differences between levels on non-temptation words). Moreover,
the effect was limited to those who experienced those temptations
as self-control conflicts, i.e. those who valued studying. These
results replicate the previous two studies, and provide evidence that
impact of construal levels is indeed specific to self-control con-
flicts.

The results of these studies suggest that high level construals
do lead to greater self-control. They provide preliminary support
for a construal level analysis whereby self-control is defined as
making decisions and acting in accordance with high level rather
than low level construals. As factors that other models propose
enhance self-control are often related to high level construals,
whereas factors that impair self-control are often associated with

low level construals, a construal level analysis provides a integra-
tive theoretical framework for understanding the critical variables
in self-control proposed by previous approaches. Although often
highly correlated, however, low level construals are not necessarily
affective, visceral, short-term, and automatic, nor are high level
construals always cool, rational, long-term, and controlled. Both
high and low level construals can be affective and visceral (versus
cognitive and rational) and automatic (versus controlled). More-
over, a construal level analysis can capture self-control conflicts for
which time is not an issue. A construal level analysis therefore
represents a new approach to studying and understanding when and
why individuals fail to exert self-control.
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“Determinants of Justification and Self-Control”
Ran Kivetz. Columbia University

Yuhuang Zheng, Fordham University
Consumers often face a fundamental self-control dilemma

between indulging and delaying gratification. How decision-mak-
ers resolve this dilemma is a central question in the voluminous and
interdisciplinary literatures on self-control and time-inconsistency,
which examine tradeoffs between immediate pleasures and long-
term interests (vices versus virtues, respectively). Prior research
and common sense suggest that people are more likely to relax their
self-control and select vices when they have a compelling justifica-
tion (e.g., Prelec & Herrnstein, 1991; Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky,
1993). However, a critical question that has not yet been studied is
how such justifications are constructed. Accordingly, the main goal
of the present research is to shed light on the antecedents of
justification and their impact on self-control.

Building on prior analyses in the social sciences (e.g., Kivetz
& Keinan, forthcoming; Kivetz & Simonson, 2002b; Maslow,
1970; Scitovsky, 1992; Thaler, 1985; Weber, 1958), we propose
two complementary routes to justifying self-gratification: one
through hard work or excellent performance (i.e., an entitlement or
deservingness justification) and the second through the attainment
of vices without the depletion of income. A synthesis of these two
routes suggests that the preference for vice over virtue will increase
with the expending of resources perceived as effort but will de-
crease with the expending of resources perceived as income or
money. We test this and other related propositions in a series of
studies with real effort activities (e.g., completing a computerized
letter recognition task) and real choices between relative virtues and
vices.
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Studies 1a-1c show that perceiving oneself as having invested
higher effort enhances the likelihood of choosing (a) to subse-
quently participate in a fun study with no delayed benefits rather
than in a painful self-assessment study with long-term benefits; (b)
lowbrow over highbrow movies; and (c) a delicious chocolate cake
over a healthier fruit salad. Importantly, these self-control dilem-
mas were adopted from prior research on self-control (Fujito et al.,
in press; Read, Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman, 1999; Mischel
1974; Shiv and Fedorikhin, 1999; Trope and Liberman, 2000;
Trope and Neter, 1994). Studies 1a–1c also demonstrate that self-
control choices are influenced by effort investment that is either
absolute or relative (i.e., to the effort invested by others) and
regardless of whether the effort activity and the self-control deci-
sion are related (as in effort-reward contingencies) or unrelated (as
in two ostensibly separate studies). Further, consistent with the
proposed conceptualization, higher effort is shown to have a
stronger effect on people who perceive the choice as involving a
conflict between short- and long-term interests.

In Study 2, we manipulate participants’ guilt by asking them
to recall either few or many instances of choosing vice or virtue (see
Schwarz et al., 1991). We find that stronger emotions of guilt
magnify the impact of effort on subsequent self-control decisions.
This finding is consistent with the conceptual framework because
it implies that a greater need to justify self-gratification sensitizes
people to the presence of justification cues.

Studies 3a and 3b show that, although greater effort enhances
the preference for vices, this effect is reversed when the inter-
changeability of effort and income is implied (by providing the
effort’s typical, yet unavailable wage). Study 4 extends the entitle-
ment justification by demonstrating that participants who are led to
believe that they excelled in an effort task are more likely to select
vice compared to participants who are provided with mediocre or no
performance feedback; we also re-examine the attenuating effect of
alluding to the interchangeability of effort and income.

The last two studies investigate the implications of the two
justification routes for willingness to expend different resources to
attain either vices or virtues. In particular, Study 5 shows that
people are willing to pay in effort more for luxury than for necessity
but are willing to pay in money less for luxury less than for
necessity. Study 6 generalizes this finding by holding constant the
actual resource investment and framing it as either effort (solving
anagrams) or income (by providing the typical, yet unavailable
wage per anagram solution). Consistent with the results of Study 2,
in which we manipulated guilt, throughout Studies 3–6 we find that
the predicted effects are more pronounced among individuals who
suffer from stronger chronic guilt. The final section highlights the
unconscious nature of the two justification routes and their ability
to explain the findings of prior research on self-control.
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“The Conscious and Nonconscious Use of Self-Control for
Emotion-Regulation”

Yael Zemack-Rugar, Duke University
James R. Bettman, Duke University

Gavan J. Fitzsimons, Duke University
Although self-control is a critical foundation of social and

personal functioning (Baumeister 1997; Mischel 1996), we often
fail at it. Existing research shows that we most often fail at self-
control when we are in a bad mood (Baumeister 1997; Bushman et
al. 2001; Heatherton et al. 1998; Leith & Baumeister 1996; Tice et
al. 2001). Theories as to why this occurs range from distraction, to
intentional self-harm, to inability to reason or assess risk (Leith and
Baumeister 1996).

In this paper we present a strategic view of self-control and
argue that people strategically increase or decrease self-control
based on their need to regulate (different) negative emotions. The
present theory and findings add to existing literature in several
respects. First, existing theories argue emotion-regulation and self-
control goals are antithetical and cannot coexist; whenever emo-
tion-regulation goals are present, self-control goals are overridden
(Tice et al., 2001). The present theory argues emotion-regulation
and self-control goals not only coexist, but also interact strategi-
cally. That is, individuals adjust their self-control levels depending
on whether self-control is deemed useful for emotion-regulation.

This “adjustment” of self-control depends on individuals’
beliefs regarding the degree to which self-control is useful for
emotion-regulation. Our theory accounts for such beliefs regarding
goal-achievement (Carver and Scheier 1998) and examines the
moderators that affect both beliefs and behavior. A more nuanced
picture of the effects of negative emotions on self-control is drawn
by accounting for belief and behavior (self-control) moderators,
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including emotion type, emotion strength, and individual coping
characteristics.

Additionally, we demonstrate in 3 studies that individuals can
either decrease or increase their self-control in negative emotional
states. This finding is contrary to existing literature that argues self-
control inevitably fails in negative emotions (Tice et al., 2001).
Finally, in four additional studies we demonstrate that the use of
self-control for emotion-regulation can be pursued automatically,
without conscious awareness.

In our first study we vary the need to regulate emotion by using
sad (salient emotion-regulation goal) vs. neutral (no emotion-
regulation goal; Wilson et al. 2003) conditions. We then directly
manipulate participants’ belief regarding whether self-control will
help/hurt their emotion. We find a significant interaction of
Emotion*Belief. Neutral consumers’ self-control is unaffected by
self-control beliefs, as they have no active emotion-regulation goal.
However, sad consumers increase or decrease self-control depend-
ing on whether they believe indulging (in a guilty-pleasure food
item; Giner-Sorolla 2001) will help/hurt their emotion. Conse-
quently, individuals in a sad mood who believe indulging will hurt
their emotion show higher self-control than their neutral counter-
parts. These results support a strategic emotion-regulation view in
which self-control is “recruited” to the service of emotion-regula-
tion based on cognitions. Additionally, showing increased self-
control in a negative emotion (i.e., sad) runs contrary to existing
findings and theories.

In our second study we indirectly manipulate beliefs by
eliciting two different negative emotions, sadness and guilt. In a
pretest, we demonstrate that beliefs regarding the utility of self-
control for emotion-regulation differ across these emotions. Con-
sistent with these beliefs, guilty individuals indulged less than their
sad and neutral counterparts (in a CD/DVD purchase coupon). As
in study 1, individuals in a negative (guilty) mood show an increase
in self-control as compared to the neutral baseline. Moreover,
individuals in different negative moods espouse different cogni-
tions regarding the utility of self-control for emotion-regulation,
and these cognitions correspond to the level of self-control seen in
those specific emotions.

In our third study we examine the moderating effect of
emotion strength and individual coping characteristics. We exam-
ine guilty, sad, and neutral participants and measure guilt-prone-
ness, an individual difference variable that measures coping with
guilt (Tangney, Wagner, and Gramzow 1992). In this study, we
induce a strong emotional state by requesting autobiographical
stories for guilt and sadness. As predicted, we find an Emotion*Guilt-
Proneness interaction for both beliefs and behaviors. Individuals
low in guilt-proneness believe increasing self-control is useful for
emotion-regulation and show increased self-control on a grim-
necessity task (Boster et al. 1999; Bybee 1998; Estrada-Hollenbeck
and Heatherton 1998; Giner-Sorolla 2001; Tangney 2001) com-
pared to sad or neutral individuals. However, individuals high in
guilt-proneness believe self-control will not help emotion-regula-
tion and show less self-control than sad or neutral people. This
backlash of high-guilt prone individuals is consistent with clinical
literature suggesting that when high guilt-prone individuals expe-
rience acute guilt (as in this study), they tend to engage in denial and
avoidance behaviors (Kubany and Watson 2003) and behave anti-
socially (Harder 1995; Harder and Lewis 1987) with low self-
control. This backlash effect is neither predicted nor found in
studies where guilt is milder, as presented next.

In four additional studies we demonstrate that the use of self-
control for emotion-regulation can become automated. If individu-
als consistently enact the same behaviors in a given situation, the
behavior can become automatic. We argue the emotion-behavior

link between specific negative emotions and self-control should be
activated even when individuals are not fully aware of their emo-
tion-regulation goal. We examine both guilty and sad emotions and
we include a measure of guilt-proneness.

In these studies we subliminally prime either guilt or sadness
and measure behavior on either a guilty-pleasure or grim-necessity
self-control task. We find no conscious reporting of an emotion-
regulation goal. Moreover, we find no differences in the conscious,
subjective emotion reported across the sad vs. guilty conditions
(Winkielman et al. 2005). However, we find predictable differences
in self-control behaviors. Specifically, we find a consistent
Emotion*Guilt-proneness interaction. Guilty individuals high in
guilt-proneness, who repeatedly tend to associate guilt with self-
control behavior, show higher self-control than individuals in all
other conditions. These results persist even following the addition
of a time delay, suggesting they are not purely semantically driven,
but rather are driven by a goal (Bargh et al. 2001).

In sum, this research suggests consumers can use self-control
as a tool for emotion-regulation based on what they believe will
make them feel better. As a result, self-control can and does
increase in negative emotions. Moreover, self-control varies across
different negative emotions, their strength, and individual coping
characteristics. Finally, these emotion-regulation strategies can
become automated over time and can be elicited non-consciously.
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ABSTRACT
How single and married mothers approach food preparation

tasks was determined from reports of activities and attitudes around
food preparation. The patterns of these activities and attitudes were
used to develop meaningful typologies of food preparation orienta-
tions and strategies. These strategies and orientations were then
explored in terms of their association with various work-family
outcomes and convenience food use. There are many similarities in
approaches used between single and married women, but also some
differences. Work and family outcomes, such as role interference,
stress, strain, and life satisfaction are related to several strategies
and orientations, as is convenience food use. Clearly some ap-
proaches work better than others in terms of life balance.

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Even if employed full-time outside the home, women carry

most of the family care responsibilities (see e.g., Cowan and Cowan
1999; Duxbury, Higgins, and Lee 1993). Probably the most diffi-
cult and time consuming tasks center around the constellation of
activities involving food buying and preparation. Most studies have
looked at parts of these linked tasks as isolated specific activities.
However, it is likely there are underlying patterns among the food
task activities reflective of strategic approaches, interests, and
orientations to work and family. This study expands the knowledge
of food-related task accomplishment by identifying and examining
strategies in food preparation. It looks at the relationship of these
strategies to food task orientations, to the use of convenience foods,
and to demographic characteristics of the mothers and their house-
holds, the work patterns of the mothers, measures of work and
family involvement, stress, strain, and life satisfaction. Further, it
compares these across two family types, single and married mother
households. The research contributes to theories of household task
accomplishment and work-family balance, and informs marketers
of convenience foods.

Numerous studies document that the difficulties faced by
women in managing their personal and work lives generate time
pressures, role conflict, role interference, role overload, stress, life
dissatisfaction and affect performance both at work and at home
(see for example, Duxbury, Higgins and Lee 1993; Gutek, Repetti
and Silver 1988; Lewis and Cooper 1988). Emmons et al. (1990)
suggested the pressures of managing multiple roles are greatest and
the psychological benefits from employment are least when heavy
family responsibilities involve younger children and less support
from one’s spouse. The management and performance of food
preparation roles has been found to be a significant stressor for
women in all work-family situations (Marshall, Duxbury and
Heslop 1992). In particular, consumer researchers have taken the
most interest in this area because of its direct relevance to consump-
tion behaviors. Research has focused on three major subthemes of
purchase of convenience foods (e.g., Jackson et al, 1985; Schaninger
and Allen 1981; Strober and Weinberg 1980), food services (e.g.,
Bellante and Foster 1984; Nickols and Fox 1983), and durables
(e.g., Bryant 1998; Weinberg and Winer 1983).

Wife’s employment appears not to be a determinant of the
purchase or ownership of labor -saving durables, the use of frozen

foods, grocery or clothes shopping behavior, or other types of
purchases (see for example, Rubin, Riney and Molina 1990).
Jackson et al. (1985) noted that working wives were more likely to
dislike food shopping and cooking because of time pressures and to
be less concerned with the impact of their food activities on other
family members. Overall, research suggests working wives may
respond in strategic ways to the stress of multiple role demands by
disengaging from the tasks mentally and/or physically, e.g., by
shifting tasks to other family members or downplaying the impor-
tance of the task. However, Strober and Chan (1999) noted women
who preferred to do a task were not interested in bargaining it away
to others. To some, cooking is a disliked chore; to others, it is a
creative stress reliever (Hendrix and Qualls 1984).

Both Strober and Weinberg (1980) and Nickols and Fox
(1983) proposed the individual decisions made by working wives
may be guided by “global” time buying and time saving strategies,
such as using capital equipment or the labor of others or reducing
the work standards. Bird, Bird and Scruggs (1983) found this
generalized strategy-based approach more insightful than indi-
vidual product-use analysis to understanding the behavior of women
who were or were not employed outside the home. Hermann and
Warland (1990) studied organizing and planning practices and
noted that orientations to the tasks of meal preparation, such as
enjoyment and concern for aspects of the task, and feelings of time
pressure did differ across the typologies they developed. These
results support a relationship between orientations to the task and
approaches to task performance. Finally, Carter (1990) found that
households which did more in-home food preparation reported
more enjoyment of cooking. Convenience food users were more
likely to be in two-adult households and held more positive attitudes
towards the quality of such foods.

There has been little research on single mothers and food tasks.
Kushnir and Kasan (1993) report that single mothers believed their
time is very limited and that they had less control over their lives
because of limited resources. Sinkula (1984)(as reported in Ahuja
and Walker, 1994) found an inverse relationship between the
preplanning shopping efforts of single parents and their purchase of
frozen foods. Both McCracken and Brandt (1990) and Burden
(1986) found single employed mothers spent less time than married
mothers on household tasks, especially food-related ones.

Methodology
Data were collected from a sample of 390 married and 91

single mothers who were employed full-time in five federal govern-
ment departments and had one or more children under age 19 living
at home. The questionnaire included sections on:

1) personal and household demographics–marital status, edu-
cation, income, number and ages of children

2) hours spent in work and work status, broadly classified
into two categories of professional/managerial career and
technical, clerical and semi-skilled earner

3) work and family involvement-the former measured using
the Lodahl and Kehner (1965) scale and the latter using the
technique of Yogev and Brett (1985)


